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Ref.No.ECL/CMD/C-6/ Rectt/17/298

Dated : 10.06.2017

ORDER
Provisional list of selected candidates from empanel list for the post of Dy.Surveyor for which selection test was
conducted on 10.01.2016 in response to advertisement no. ECL/CMD/C-6/Recruitt./Gen/15/1396, dated
25.09.2015.
The following candidates have been provisionally selected from empanel list for appointment against the post of
Dy.Surveyor (T&S Gr.’B’) in ECL for which selection test was held on 10.01.16 in response to advertisement no ECL/CMD/C6/Recruitt./Gen/15/1396, dated 25.09.2015.
(2) The above selection is subject to verification of their educational, caste & statutory certificates.
(3) The candidates are required to report on 28.06.2017 to CMS(I/C) Central Hospital, Sanctoria, PO: Dishergarh, Dist :
P.Burdwan (WB) for undergoing Initial Medical Examination(IME). The IME will be conducted as per provision of Mines Act
and established practise of the company. Candidates found medically unfit in the IME will not be considered for appointment.
(4) Candidates are required to report to the Hospital by 9:00 am on the date mentioned against their names along with 15(fifteen)
copies of passport size photographs ( similar to one given in the application form), 2 (two) sets of photocopies of educational,
statutory and caste certificate which will be self attested by the candidate in presence of official of the company on the spot. The
candidates are also required to deposit their original educational, statutory and caste certificates. The original statutory certificates
like Surveyor Certificate of competency & Diploma certificate, will be retained by the management.
(5) Candidates already appointed in Coal India and its subsidiaries whose applications were forwarded in desired manner will be
allowed to undergo the IME. If their applications were not forwarded by their present controlling officer through proper channel
as per the advertisement, they will not be allowed in IME, each candidate has to give an undertaking to the effect date, they are
not appointed in any of the subsidiaries of Coal India Ltd.
(6) The candidate has to execute one Indemnity Bond of Rs.100000/-(One Lakh) to serve the company for a minimum period of
3(three) years. In case, he leaves the company after his appointment before completing of 3(three) years of service as
Dy.Surveyor, he has to pay Rs. 100000 (One lakh) to the company.
List of selected candidates for Pre-employment Medical examination
SL.
NO.
1

Name

Father's Name

CAT

DOB

PRATIK THAKKAR

GEN

09-04-1991

2

JAY KUMAR GHOSH

PRABHULAL
THAKKAR
TAPAN KUMAR
GHOSH

ROLL
NO.
12057

GEN

15-10-1991

12073

3

KUMAR SAURABH

GEN

05-01-1988

12435

4

SHUBHAM SONI

KISHOR KUMAR
CHOUDHARY
SUNIL KUMAR SONI

12-01-1994

12129

5

RATAN KUMAR SAHOO

LAMBODAR SAHOO

OBCNCL
OBCNCL

02-07-1983

12222

6

SUNITI GHATAK

SAILEN GHATAK

SC

02-10-1987

12398

Sd/Chief Manager (P/Rect.)ECL

